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Abstract

The protection of witnesses from intimidation or harm has become a firmly entrenched part of modern criminal justice systems. The ICC’s decision-making with regard to procedural and non-procedural protective measures has on one hand reinforced the integrity and success of the judicial process, while on the other hand has led to numerous interpretational and applicability challenges of both policy and legal framework. This article aims at designating policy-oriented jurisprudence as a possible theoretical approach and solution to the ICC’s international law making of witness protective measures. Policy-oriented jurisprudence approaches international law as a decision-making process where decisions are made pursuant to shared community interests and expectations. This is likely to aid an adviser, scholar, or those entrusted with decision-making to pay particular attention to all factors necessary for the security of witnesses.

A. INTRODUCTION

Protection of witnesses from intimidation or harm in the form of security arrangements is imperative to the integrity and success of any judicial process. The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (‘Rome Statute’), and the Rules of Procedure and Evidence (RPE) provide for appropriate measures to protect the safety, physical, and psychological well being, dignity and privacy of victims and witnesses. Despite this, the guarantees are muddled with numerous interpretational and applicability challenges on the bases of policy and law. Such challenges range from little, or lack of internal coordination among the different organs of the Court – namely, the Chamber, the
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4 Article 68(1) of the Rome Statute.
Office of the Prosecutor, and the Witnesses and Victims Unit\(^7\) – to cooperation with states parties, cooperating organizations, and financial issues. This makes it difficult for the International Criminal Court (ICC) to fulfil the intention of its negotiators and the values that the world community envisaged during the Rome negotiations. Witness protection as guaranteed by articles 43 and 68 of the Rome Statute can only be realised if there is a proper understanding, applicability, and implementation of said provisions.

William Reisman, Siegfried Wiessner, and Andrew Willard have argued that in order to attain a clarified world public order and human dignity, the law should at all times serve human beings.\(^8\) Those entrusted with interpretation and application of appropriate protective measures within the legal framework of the Rome Statute are able to fulfil their duties if they focus on the core purpose of the ICC: ending world impunity.\(^9\) This article examines the legal practices surrounding witness protective measures law through the lens of policy-oriented jurisprudence.\(^10\) It is argued that this approach will enable the ICC to surmount the numerous witness protective measures’ interpretational and applicability challenges currently dogging the Court, which will aid in attaining the core aims and objectives of the Rome Statute.

The article provides first, an overview of policy-oriented jurisprudence in relation to the current practice of witness protection at the Court. Second, it discusses the main critics of policy-oriented jurisprudence. These critics have mainly been proponents of other theoretical approaches to international law that are likely to be applicable to the interpretation and applicability of witness protective measures.\(^11\) These likely theoretical approaches are positivism, critical legal studies (‘CLS’), law and economics (‘L & E’), and feminism. Finally and in conclusion, this article calls for the ICC to take urgent actions to overcome the current challenges surrounding witness protective measures, by mirroring a policy-oriented approach in the interpretation and application thereof. It is proposed that this method of international law is optimal in construing and implementing the relevant protective measures.

\section*{B. THE NEW H(E)AVEN}

\textsuperscript{7} Rome Statute, Articles 43, 68.
\textsuperscript{9} Sarah Nouwen, & Wouter Werner, ‘Doing Justice to the Political: The International Criminal Court in Uganda and Sudan’ [2010] 21(4) EJIL 943.
\textsuperscript{11} There are some other methodologies that have been left out of this critique such as the Third World Approach to International Law and International Relations and International Legal Process. It is the considered opinion of the author that such methodologies ought to be left out as they are not likely to be appropriate nor applicable to the interpretation of protective measures relating to witnesses before the ICC.
The ‘New Haven School’ has grown into a worldwide epistemic community of adherents who consider it a revelation, an intellectual liberation and rebirth. It is an approach that considers international law as a process of decision-making. Through the lens of this approach, various actors in the world community clarify and implement their common interests in accordance with their expectations of appropriate process and effectiveness in guiding behaviour. It is an adoption of analytical methods of the social sciences to the prescriptive purposes of law. In turn, these prescriptive purposes demand a focus on the realities of authority and control while eschewing naked power, exercise of legal authority, or power without a corresponding interest in the well being of such an entity. It has been postulated as a focus on more than rules, and an emphasis on how decisions made from those rules affect human beings. As such, policy-oriented jurisprudence pursues a cultivation and development of tools that can bring about changes in public order and promote goals of human dignity.

By describing international law as a comprehensive process of authoritative decisions, this approach brings up an appealing viewpoint that is a realistic perspective of decision-makers’ actions and inferences of the content of international norms applicable in day-to-day situations. From the viewpoint of policy-oriented jurisprudence, authoritative decision means that law and policy are interchangeable. Legal techniques should be applicable in every aspect of policy decision-making. Rules dissipate their effectiveness when they guide a decision-maker to relevant factors and presumptive weightings. Furthermore, this approach accords a lawyer an opportunity to be central to policy-making, identifying policy alternatives in the process. Contrary to the assumption that courts make legal decisions, policy-oriented jurisprudence maintains that decision-making is a dynamic process. Decision-makers need to be looked at from many different institutional positions and

12 Siegfried Wiessner, ‘Law as a Means to Public Order of Human Dignity: The Jurisprudence of Michael Reisman’ (2009) 34 YJIL526. The terms “New Haven School” and policy-oriented jurisprudence are used interchangeably to designate this unique configurative problem and policy-oriented theory about law.
16 A good example in this scenario is the strict adherence to rules by decision-makers at the Court without an actual interest in the well-being, welfare and circumstances of the witnesses; see Siegfried Wiessner, ‘Law as a Means to Public Order of Human Dignity: The Jurisprudence of Michael Reisman’ (2009) 34 YJIL526.
18 Myres McDougal ‘A Footnote’ [1963] 57(2) AJIL 383.
contexts. Rules are only one element in the analysis of a decision with judges accustomed to refocusing attention from rules to decisions - which are anchored in diverse social and personal experience.

In clear terms, law is a secular craft or an artifact created by human beings to achieve certain goals that a legal system wishes to attain. As such, the social engineering function or influence of persons dealing with the law cannot be underestimated. Law should be used as an instrument for policy-making; in clarifying jurisprudence and securing shared interests in a community.

According to advocates of policy-oriented jurisprudence, there are eight goals that human beings cherish or regard as values of public order of human dignity. It is suggested that the interpretational scope for such values are open and a choice among the eight values should guide the decision-maker in roughly approximating categories by which data is obtained and processed.

i) Power as a value requires that generous support should be given to an institution or office responsible for decision-making. The decision-maker should not only possess widely held influences, but also be able to receive enough support to exercise said influence without any hindrances. Within the ICC, there is lack of coordination among the decision-makers such as OTP, VWU, Defence and Chambers. Decision-makers cannot exercise their influence over other organs in relation to the implementation of protective measures. Their split responsibilities towards witnesses do not naturally intertwine as expected. There is no unilateral ‘one court’ approach to handling of witness protective measures. Further, despite existence of a legal framework for cooperation purposes within the Rome statute, the Court continues to experience piece-meal support and cooperation from states parties and cooperating partners. Even though the Court has tried to reach out to states parties,

---

27 Myres S. McDougal, ‘Fuller vs. The American Legal Realists’ (1940) 50 YLJ 827.
31 Ibid.
33 Ibid, xxi.
36 Adherents to the approach would ask the following questions: (i) To what extent is power widely or narrowly held by the decision-makers? (ii) How many members of the community being investigated or observed are involved either directly or indirectly in enacting prescriptions, recommendations or invocations for that community? (iii) To what extent are the processes of adjustment coercive or persuasive? (iv) How intense is the expectation of violence? (v) How intense is the expectation of peaceful agreement? These are some of the vexing questions that considerations of policy-oriented jurisprudence can have in terms of power as a cherished goal.
38 Ibid.
very few states parties are willing to step forward and engage in negotiations for confidential relocation agreements whereby they would be willing to accept and host witnesses that are under the ICC’s witness protection program.\(^{40}\) As of November, 2014, numerous witnesses were in need of relocation. Despite this, statistics showed that only 60 witnesses out of 21 cases and 9 situations had been relocated to various countries.\(^{41}\) This has led to numerous risks in form of intimidation, tampering and death on behalf of witnesses desperately seeking protection and relocation. Citing sovereignty claims\(^{42}\), states parties and cooperating partners have been reluctant to help, support, enforce and respect decisions of the Court. States parties have cited regional interests\(^{43}\) and national laws\(^{44}\) or the lack thereof\(^{45}\) as excuses for not cooperating with the court when it comes to the implementation of witness protective measures.

\(^{ii)}\) Wealth\(^{46}\) as a value should enable decision-makers to explore possibilities of control over community’s economic assets and its flexibility.\(^{47}\) The ICC lack the financial means to effectively protect witnesses and is thus in need of different arrangements due to the resource limitations of the Court. States parties have been unwilling to engage in confidential relocation agreements due to financial constraints and the burden that comes with witness protective measures. The 2013 Anglophone African States parties to the Rome Statute Meeting organised by the ICC is a case in point. The meeting was held to discuss reinforcement of national capacities in the area of witness protection and sharing best practices and experiences. It was observed that one of the reasons behind States reluctance in entering into confidential relocation agreements with the Court, was due to the challenges of budget allocations in relation to economic assets and its flexibility.

\(^{40}\) Ibid.

\(^{41}\) Ibid., p. 5-7.


\(^{43}\) Regional body interests to stop cooperating with the ICC; see Jalloh, Charles Chernor ‘Africa and the International Criminal Court: collision course or cooperation’ (2011) 34 NCCLR 203; see also Mills, Kurt "Bashir is Dividing Us": Africa and the International Criminal Court” (2012) 34(2) HRQ 404-447.


\(^{45}\) On infiltrated or dirty handed witnesses not being liable for prosecution for lack of legal processes that can absorb them such as plea bargaining laws; see Ibid.

\(^{46}\) Policy oriented approach advocates would question wealth value in the following manner: (i) To what extent is the economy focused on savings and investments? (ii) What fiscal measures make for forced saving or discourage saving and investment? (iii) Are there minimum income guarantees available? Economic growth, production and distribution of goods, services and consumption in a community should be put to test. How are resources being produced, distributed and consumed? Do decision-makers have enough resources at their disposal for effective decision-making? See also Godefridus Hoof, ‘Rethinking Sources of International Law’, (Deventer, Kluwer Publishers, 1983) 42; Myres McDougal, & Harrold D Lasswell, ‘Jurisprudence in Policy Oriented Perspective’ (1966-1967) 19 UFLR, 506.
to complementary national systems of protection. The Court has furthermore been unable to make post-testimony follow-ups for witnesses due to inflexible budgets. An estimated eight per cent of the Court’s total budget is allocated to the needs of both witnesses and victims. As it now stands, the budget is insufficient to assist decision-makers to attain human goods in the context of witnesses. A collective resource base and effective funding, fiscal management and planning would enable the Court achieve its objectives for witnesses.

iii) Enlightenment points to the degree of knowledge accessibility on which balanced or rational choice depends. In order for a decision-maker to come up with a coherent decision towards a desired goal or change, there is need for availability and easy access to all necessary and practical information. Witness protective measures litigation before the Court’s chambers faces challenges regarding the evidential threshold for determining appropriate protective measures. Participants and actors in the Court are limited in terms of what information is to be placed before the Court. The OTP at times engages intermediaries from NGOs for the purposes of gathering evidence and meeting potential witnesses, especially in situations of on-going conflict where it is almost impossible for its officers to be on the ground. During these engagements intermediaries have been accused of manipulating witnesses to exaggerate testimonies for purposes of advancing agendas on behalf of their NGOs. This example shows that when faced with allegedly exaggerated information, a decision-maker is likely to have challenges regarding evidential threshold for protective measures decision. Only concrete and persuasive information about such witnesses’ physical, psycho-social well-being enables the OTP, VWU, and the defence to persuade judges as decision-makers.

makers to come up with appropriate procedural and non-procedural protective measures.  

iv) Skills of the decision-makers are essential to the facilitation of better decision-making. Decision-makers within the ICC Community should be given an opportunity to acquire and exercise capability in vocation, professions and other social activities. Required qualifications and refresher trainings in areas relating to rule interpretation, psychology, counselling, sexual violence, and security that are necessary in order for the ICC to have the human capacity that will better serve witness protective measures. There are no clear policies regarding skills and training within the Court to the extent that intermediaries have been used instead of properly trained investigation officers leading to accusations of witness tampering and exaggerated testimonies. Furthermore, psychological and social expertise has not been readily available. Decision-makers need to have requisite skills to properly interpret and accord the right purpose of law and policy. People with abilities in administering protective measures need to be readily available. These abilities could be prosecutorial, investigative, or psychosocial welfare skills.

v) Well-being as a goal or value relates to the degree of comfort, safety and health of a community. There is need for the ICC to aspire for the best circumstances relating to the welfare of the witnesses it is protecting. Witnesses protected by the Court need to access utmost physical and psycho-social protection. Currently, pre-testimony protective measures such as physical protection, relocation are falling short of the expected standards. The problems is worse when it comes to the post-testimony stage where there is lack of follow-up processes, psych-social support and a general

---

56 Rules 76(4), 87(3), 87(3)(d) of ICC RPE; see also Articles 43(6), 64(6)(e), 68(1) (2) & 75 of the Rome Statute.

57 Decision-maker will ask the following: (i) To what degree is the body politics committed to optimum opportunity for the discovery and cultivation of socially acceptable skills on the part of everyone? (ii) Is there universal and equal access to educational facilities? Are new skills recognised and assisted readily?.


61 Are there requisite skills to properly articulate, interpret and accord appropriate protective measures? There is need for an increased pool of specialised skills in legal, physical and psychological expertise for the protection and dignity of witnesses. The levels of training and refresher courses impact heavily on how they can skilfully articulate policy and law towards witness protection; Eisuke Suzuki, ‘The New Haven School of Jurisprudence and Non-State Actors in International Law in Policy Perspective’ (2012) 42 JPS 46.

62 Ibid, 22.
disregard of relocation requests.\textsuperscript{63} There is also need for affection\textsuperscript{64} or amiable relationships among community members. Positive sentiments towards others and loyalty to group values will help human good excel within the ICC. Further, negative attitudes towards each other only lead to hostilities and withering implementation strategies within the Court. The internal antagonistic relationship obtaining among those responsible for protective measures implementation such as OTP, VWU, Chambers and Defence is having a huge impact on witnesses. There is little or no coordination among the ICC organs when it comes to protecting witnesses.\textsuperscript{65} Further, the relationship between the Court and states parties including its partner organizations both national and international needs to improve.\textsuperscript{66} This will promote better implementation strategies for inclusive witness protection.

vi) Respect or recognition is central to any decision-making process.\textsuperscript{67} Notwithstanding the antagonistic and disjointed relationship amongst the ICC organs, they have the same goal which is the amelioration of witness circumstances. There is need for a minimum respect on the basis of merely being organs of the Court. In other words, members of the same community with the same goal in mind. Currently, the OTP seems to not only receive the attention, but also the resource allocation that the defence does not have despite that the defence is not an organ of the Court but a section within the Court’s registry.\textsuperscript{68} The perceived inequality of the arms among these participants leaves defence short witnesses vulnerable.\textsuperscript{69} ICC actors such as the defence need to consider themselves as self-directed participants with full rights and access to witness protective measures in their own right with minimal presence of discriminatory tendencies. Affording a higher hierarchical status whether it be the OTP, the VWU, the Defence, or the Chambers, would negatively affect efforts to achieve the goals of human dignity since there is recognition for some organs while withholding the same to others. A decision emanating from such a hierarchy would give more weight to considerations of one organ while giving less weight to considerations of another organ. In the end, it is the interpretation and applicability of the protective measures of witness


\textsuperscript{64} This affection goal has vexed minds of those following the policy oriented theory with questions such as: (i) what is the protection given to the family and other institutions of congeniality? (ii) How is are relations, friendliness and loyalty among family and friendship circles?.

\textsuperscript{65} Markus Eikel, ‘External Support and Internal Coordination – The ICC and the Protection of Witnesses’ (n37), 1105-1131.


\textsuperscript{67} Myres McDougal & Harrold Lasswell ‘Non-Conforming Political Opinion and Human Rights: Transnational Protection Against Discrimination’ (1975-1976) 2 YSWPO 1.

\textsuperscript{68} ICC, ‘The Office of Public Counsel for the Defence’, http://www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/structure%20of%20the%20court/defence офис%20of%20public%20counsel%20for%20the%20defence/Pages/the%20office%20of%20public%20counsel%20for%20the%20defence.aspx, accessed on 17 August, 2015.

vii) Rectitude\textsuperscript{70} and the need for tolerant, responsible conduct within a community can help with successful attainment of human good.\textsuperscript{71} The Court has not been able to successfully implement protective measures or obtain confidential relocation agreements in some states parties due to its cooperation strategy that lacks constructive negotiations.\textsuperscript{72} For instance during the Arusha seminar for Anglophone African States on witness protection, the Court stressed the importance of states parties’ cooperation through signature to relocation agreements or any other ad hoc arrangements\textsuperscript{73} instead of actually encouraging such states parties into strategic and horizontal negotiations where there is respect for national laws and interests. Decision-makers at the Court need to work towards tolerant norms of responsible conduct\textsuperscript{74} whereby certain standards of decency, integrity, demeanour and credibility are to be maintained. For instance, the ICC has reported that in some cases, states parties find it undesirable to cooperate for the benefit of infiltrated or insider witnesses who are nevertheless protected by the Court because their national laws do not have measures to absorb such suspects unless they are prosecuted.\textsuperscript{75} Furthermore, other states parties have been reluctant to embrace relocated polygamous witnesses because such families are against public order laws in their respective national legal systems.\textsuperscript{76} Decision-makers at the Court need to be innovative in navigating negotiations with states parties regarding witness protection cooperation.\textsuperscript{77}

\textbf{C. THE MAPPING PROCESS}

Policy-oriented jurisprudence regards those endowed with the decision-making process as participants; the so-called subjective dimensions that animate them as their perspectives, the resources upon which they draw their power as the bases of power,
and the ways they manipulate those resources as strategies.\textsuperscript{78} The approach advocates for a superstructure mechanism,\textsuperscript{79} where the decision-maker takes an observational standpoint.\textsuperscript{80} Such a decision-maker is assumed to be at a position where he or she is looking at the process to be influenced. In order to achieve such an influence, he or she needs to concentrate on techniques that will help make a decision. Such techniques are the considerations of values cherished by the community on which the decision will have an impact. When analysis and applicability of facts to the situation before them is done, a decision-maker is said to have reached his or her appropriate perspective.\textsuperscript{81} From this, he or she is able to apply the intellectual tasks of the decision by goal clarification, past trends analysis, factor analysis, predictions and considerations of policy alternatives.\textsuperscript{82} Consideration and choice of the policy intended is the meaning of goal clarification.\textsuperscript{83} Past trends is an indication of precedents or history\textsuperscript{84} and how similar decisions have been made in the past. Factor analysis can thus be explained as a scientific breakdown of the decision,\textsuperscript{85} and predictions are a forecast of intellectual enterprise,\textsuperscript{86} while considerations of policy alternatives refer to possible courses of action in the future.\textsuperscript{87}

This type of ‘superstructure’ has a functional analysis method or a mapping process that each decision-maker follows in order for the decision to be authoritative and controlling, which in turn is said to help in maximizing human dignity.\textsuperscript{88} Such a decision is said to comprise of seven functions: intelligence, promotion or recommendation, prescription, invocation, application, termination and appraisal.\textsuperscript{89} According to this method, these functions bring about a realistic analysis of the relevant decision process.\textsuperscript{90} For the purposes of contextualisation, the following sections elaborate on each of these functions and their place in reforming witness protection within the ICC framework.

A) INTELLIGENCE

---


\textsuperscript{80} William Michael Reisman, ‘International Law and The Inner Worlds of Others’ (1996-1997) 9 St.TLR25, 12.


\textsuperscript{82} Harold D. Lasswell & Myres S. McDougal, ‘Legal Education and Public Policy: Professional Training in the Public Interest’ (1943) 52 YLJ, 237.


\textsuperscript{84} \textit{Ibid}.


\textsuperscript{86} Frederick S. Tipson, ‘Lasswell–McDougal Enterprise: Towards a World Public Order of Human Dignity’ (1973-74) 14 VJIL535.


\textsuperscript{89} Harold Lasswell, The Decision Process: Seven Categories of Functional Analysis (College Park, University of Maryland, 1956).

Intelligence is obtaining, processing and dissemination of information including planning for a decision.\(^91\) This is the information that the decision-maker comes across during consideration of an issue before him or her.\(^92\) All facts must be made available in order for them to be pursued. It then becomes imperative on the decision-maker to use such information or intelligence before him or her to make essential and concrete recommendations. For instance, proper and accurate information gathered through international cooperation namely states parties and states not parties to the Rome Statute, non-governmental organizations and international organizations or gathered by individual actors such as intermediaries and victims/witnesses can be laid before the decision-makers at the ICC. Therefore, such information can be used to strengthen appropriate protective measures for witnesses like securing their physical and psychological protection. To this end, it all culminates into a common interest of the world community, namely fighting for an end to impunity, and human dignity by securing crucial testimony of the witnesses. However, information or intelligence is not without challenges. Markus Eikel for example, contends that there are various coordination challenges as regards witness protective measures between the OTP and VWU.\(^93\) There seems to be no proper direction as to their split responsibilities when it comes to implementation of protective measures in some cases that leads to litigation before the Chambers.\(^94\) Thus, organs implementing the same witness protection measures make the gathering, processing, and dissemination of information on the risks experienced by witnesses rather difficult. There is a need to work towards a centralized procedure like in the UN tribunals\(^95\) in order to consolidate fragmented items of information into a comprehensive frame in order to facilitate rational decision-making.

B) PROMOTION OR RECOMMENDATION

Promotion or recommendation relates to processes by decision-makers actively encourage a community to adopt alternative options.\(^96\) ICC participants in decision-making actively advocate to the states parties awareness, shortfalls and discrepancies in regard to witness protective measures in the long run demanding intervention, improved regulation and alternative policies. Initiatives should be taken towards attaining the enactment of prescriptions and mobilizing opinion towards a particular policy.\(^97\) For instance, the ICC’s Integrated Strategy for External Relations, Public

\(^{91}\) *Ibid.*


\(^{94}\) Differences have arisen as to who should take a leading role in advocating for protective measures, whether the VWU is merely administrative in its role of implementing protective measures or it goes all the way to adjudication of the same; *Prosecutor –v- Katanga & Ngudjolo (Judgment on the Appeal of the Prosecution Against the Decision on Evidentiary Scope of the Confirmation Hearing, Preventive Relocation and Disclosure Under Article 67(2) of the Statute and Rule 67 of the Rules of the Pre-Trail Chamber I),* per Dissenting Opinion of the Judge Georghis Pikis and Judge Nsereko, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/07-776, 26\(^{th}\) November, 2008, *para* 15.


\(^{96}\) William Michael Reisman, ‘ A Jurisprudence From the Perspective of the ‘Political Superior’ (n58) 612.

Information and Outreach\textsuperscript{98} sets out goals and mechanisms for external communication. The aim is to ensure that the diverse work of the Court’s individual organs fall within a common strategy with mutually reinforced messages, activities and goals.\textsuperscript{99} Organizational techniques and a range of mass communication mediums that ensures massive flow of information are ideal.\textsuperscript{100} This then helps steer public opinion and transformation of policy alternatives for the ICC into commanding or authoritative recommendation and application. Notwithstanding that, the promotion or recommendation, function is not without flaws or challenges. There is a risk of having disjointed and narrow-minded approaches towards information flow dominated by special interest groups. Some special interest groups such as NGOs may hijack the cause of the Court for their own ends.\textsuperscript{101} An example is the information processes that ended up manipulating witnesses through witness statements for purposes achieving the NGOs special interest of victims’ rights. This was the case during the Lubanga Case where there were allegations of several NGOs through intermediaries with interest in victims targeting witnesses and encouraging victims who are also potential witnesses to make exaggerated statements as regards the crimes committed by the accused persons with a goal of claiming larger compensation.\textsuperscript{102}

C) CONSIDERATION

Considerations for how general rules are prescribed are of great importance to the policy-oriented theory\textsuperscript{103} since a selection of a particular policy as community law and design for its implementation.\textsuperscript{104} This indicates the broader community expectations. It is a function that is rather difficult to grasp\textsuperscript{105} considering that law making by participants in decision or law making emanates from varying degrees of authority or certain selected preferences about policy. It is usually accomplished in informal and chaotic processes with outcomes sometimes generally referred to as ‘customs.’\textsuperscript{106} For instance, the initial decision of the ICC to use intermediaries as part and parcel of investigations is a policy that the ICC has settled on, a prescription for law making neither within the purview or ambit of the Rome Statute nor the other core legal texts of the ICC, except in the Regulations of the Trust Fund for Victims.\textsuperscript{107} This followed

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{99}Ibid, 1.
\item \textsuperscript{100}Chen, \textit{An Introduction to Contemporary International Law: A Policy –Oriented Perspective} (n97) 334-337.
\item \textsuperscript{102}Baylis, Elena.‘Outsourcing Investigations’ (2009) 14 UCLA-JILFA 121; Groome, Dermot ‘No Witness, No Case: An Assessment of the Conduct and Quality of ICC Investigations’ (2014) 3 PSJLIA 1.
\item \textsuperscript{103}Joseph Goldstein, ‘For Harold Lasswell: Some Reflections on Human Dignity, Entrapment, Informed Consent and the Plea Bargain’ (n92) 683
\item \textsuperscript{104}Reisman, ‘A Jurisprudence from the Perspective of the ‘Political Superior’ (n58) 605
\item \textsuperscript{105}Chen, \textit{An Introduction to Contemporary International Law: A Policy –Oriented Perspective} (n97) 341.
\item \textsuperscript{106}Reisman, ‘A Jurisprudence from the Perspective of the ‘Political Superior’ (n58) 612
\item \textsuperscript{107}Guidelines Governing the Relations Between the Court and Intermediaries (For the Organs and Units of the Court and Counsel working with intermediaries), (adopted in March 2014), http://www.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/icc/legal%20texts%20and%20tools/strategies-and-guidelines/Documents/GRCI-Eng.pdf, accessed on 18 August 2015.
\end{itemize}
the Lubanga Ruling,\textsuperscript{108} where the Trial Chamber made policy proposals that were later seriously considered in order to improve the relationship between the court and intermediaries.\textsuperscript{109} Even if such guidelines for intermediaries were adopted, in order to overcome the fundamental question of their working relations with the Court, law-making should extend to cultivation of more partner based relationships with individuals and organizations that have the knowledge of the complex terrain where the Court is investigating and coordinating witness testimony.\textsuperscript{110}

D) INVOCATION

Invocation is a provisional characterization of certain action as inconsistent with the law or prescription that has been established. Usually, this would be accompanied by a demand for appropriate action to be taken. Facts need to be explored, relevant policies scrutinized and appropriate action taken to remedy the situation. For instance, in the case of Prosecutor –v- Germain Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui,\textsuperscript{111} the Prosecutor made an application for variation of protective measures, namely the lifting of a limited number of redactions to statements of witnesses, and an additional request for redactions to the statements of some other witnesses as well. This followed an earlier court decision in the Lubanga Case affecting some witnesses who had also made statements in the Katanga/Ngudjolo Case. The Lubanga Case decision left some witnesses in the Katanga / Ngudjolo Case without any protection thus initiating the OTP to request redactions to their statements as a remedy for their protection.

E) APPLICATION & TERMINATION

This function is described by proponents of policy-oriented jurisprudence as the final characterization of concrete circumstances according to prescriptions.\textsuperscript{112} The way the general rules are applied matters. An example of an application function is a court judgment or any Assembly of States Parties (ASP) decision that puts prescriptions into controlling practice. For instance, a decision by the ASP emphasizing the crucial importance of states parties’ cooperation in the area of witness protection, through the signature of relocation agreements or any other ad hoc arrangements\textsuperscript{113} reinforces the prescriptive values of human good obtaining within the Rome Statute.\textsuperscript{114} If a Trial Chamber of the ICC explores factual circumstances of a witness who is at risk, and analyses available rules and protective policies that in the end leads to interpretational decision, such a decision is an application function as it has clarified world community

\textsuperscript{108} Prosecutor –v- Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, (Redacted) Case Number ICC-01/04-01/0, 31 May, 2010
\textsuperscript{111} Prosecutor –v- Germain Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui, Decision on 16 Protected Witnesses, Case Number ICC-01/04-01/07.
\textsuperscript{112} McDougal, ‘Theories About International Law: Prologue to a Configurative Jurisprudence’ (n103) 192.
\textsuperscript{114} Rome Statute, articles 68, 86 and 87.
goals as enshrined in the Rome Statute. It further becomes a conventional conception of law or precedent that will have to be followed in proceedings with similar circumstances for witnesses at risk, because of their contact with the Court. A decision to actually redact parts of a witness statement is an example of an application function towards the human dignity of witnesses that testify before the ICC. Such an application not only works towards improving the witness security for those that testify before the court, but also contributing towards an end to world impunity. The effect and applicability of both judicial and administrative decisions regarding human dignity is slightly different. A judicial decision goes to the actual interpretation or right to interpret while an administrative decision is an opinion of a body especially familiar with the problem, history and purpose of legal framework being dealt with. An administrative decision will therefore act as a guide to what a judicial decision should consider when making a legislative interpretation. It is essentially a management oversight and legislative body. For instance, the 2008 case of Prosecutor v Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo highlighted the need for a properly constituted legal tools whereby evidence submitted to the Registry for disclosure between the parties needed to be accompanied by, inter alia, an analysis of each piece of evidence reflecting its relevance by way of sufficiently detailed legal analysis relating the alleged facts with the constituted elements corresponding each crime charged. This was for the purposes of witness protective measures, efficiency of the criminal process, and protection of the rights of the accused person. Such a decision was followed by wide administrative consultations by the Registry and support of Legal Tools Project for Case Matrix at the Court’s first review conference in Kampala in 2010.

In contrast with application, the termination function demonstrates that a prior prescription, policy or rule is no longer commanding and that there is need to either change it, amend it or get it replaced by something that is more approximate to the values of human dignity. Policies, rules or prescriptions need a continuous review or assessment in order to conform to new practices or procedures on the one hand and address challenges that a former prescription was failing in many aspects. There is always need to be live to claims and expectations of events past, present and future in order to progressively realize and clarify goals of human dignity. Witness protection measures at the ICC need to be subject to a continuous process of termination. This enables the Court to take into account when new psychological and physical needs arise that warrant change or adjustment to protective measures.

F) APPRAISIAL
Finally, appraisal is the evaluation of the manner and measure in which public policies have been put into effect and their aggregate performance. This function calls for an
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evaluation of overall performance of all decisions in terms of community requirements. Achievements and failures of a decision need to be evaluated in order to find out how well a decision is functioning and how it can be improved. In order to perform this function, decision-makers may rely on research reports relating to decisions by other appraisers such as non-governmental organizations (NGO’s) or discussions emanating from the ASP. A breakdown of all values a community cherishes or demands will help secure continuing reforms of the decision-making process in light of changing demands and expectations. For instance, the Rome Statute did not initially consider terrorism among the crimes that fell within its jurisdiction. The rise in international terrorism led to demands for the amendment of the Rome Statute to accommodate these crimes. Another example is the ICC’s consideration of past prescriptions with regards to public awareness, knowledge and participation among crime-affected communities. Essentially, the ICC has begun to examine how the public gathers information about the Court and what factors influence knowledge levels and perceptions of the Court. Such evaluations have shown that mass media and informational meetings are effective at raising awareness and knowledge. Further to this it has been observed that there is lack of access to formal media and reliance on informal channels of communicate, which have created a group of ‘information poor’ individuals. This then leads to suggestions that outreach must be local in order to respond to individuals’ needs, expectations and to ensure their access to information. There must be systematic and continuing basis for assessment of how best various targeted groups can be reached.

What the above elaborations on the functions indicate is that this ‘superstructure’ facilitates the aim of maximizing human dignity, by authoritative and controlling decisions arrived from carefully mapped processes. The multi-method dimension of policy-oriented jurisprudence makes available an opportunity for exploration and process for best policy alternatives that are likely to promote the common interest of human dignity. The theory has been successfully applied in different spheres of international law such as trade and investment, environmental law, development, human rights, emigration and arbitration. It goes without saying that the policy-oriented approach is still influential, live and well as it continues its active focus on the values and goals of the law, orienting attention of a decision-maker towards policies to be achieved, and the importance of taking responsibility for choices made in various disciplines of national and international law.
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However, not all legal scholars are persuaded by this approach. While this paper contends that this type of jurisprudence may very well be used to interpret and apply ICC’s witness protection measures, criticisms levelled against the New Haven School of thought are worthy of mention.

**C. A PROPAGATION OF ANARCHY**

Even if policy-oriented jurisprudence proposes a mapping process for conceptualising international law, its broad formulations are imbalanced with nothing special but a confusion of normative prescriptions coupled with factual assumptions. Such an approach is a propagation of anarchy within the international arena. It cannot be applied to every problem faced by a decision-maker. There is no explanation of the approach’s flexibility, mapping processes or functional analysis and how it is applicable in such politically concentrated aspects of international law like witness protective measures. Efforts in overcoming witness protective measures’ challenges should therefore be focused on the Rome Statute and its inadequacies. The ICC should furthermore be revaluated so as to foster better protection. Allowing a policy-oriented approach to interpret witness protective measures at the Court will only result in differing interpretation of protective values that the Rome Statute and RPE requires the Court to adhere to. Past trends, practice and cooperation regarding witness protection will always be different in each state party. What is required is consistent rule interpretation that will guide states parties to cooperate with the Court as regards to confidential relocation agreements, and concept of justice for witnesses. There is therefore no need for a maze-like or chameleon-like method with a vocabulary that continuously interchanges use of rules and norms. Such a propaganda school masquerading as a theoretical approach to international law cannot help the interpretation and application of witness protective measures. The legal framework for witness protective measures at the Court cannot be subjected to partisan or subjective policies disguised as law and virtually dissolving the restraints of rules put in place by the Rome Statute negotiations.

Contrasting the positivist approach, Feminist scholars in the field of international law have been wary and critical about the implicit liberalism of dominant theories of
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international law. Though there is an overlap with policy-oriented jurisprudence, ICC witness protection practices and law do not set a platform on which various actors such as women can pursue their desired goal of full protection as witnesses. Clarification of the observer’s narrow standpoints and concern about politics of identity can do little to outlaw the creation of a class of outsiders, in this case, women. Policy-oriented jurisprudence will not be able to uproot the fundamentally dominant male cast, including the formulation of rules and policies that recognise that women are in fact the greatest victims of international crimes. The argument goes that the Rome Statute has only taken a very small step towards the crucial recognition of women, and despite the ICC’s Sexual and Gender-Based Crimes policy, there are still challenges towards effective investigations, prosecution, cooperation and protection of victims/witnesses. The ICC cannot become a gender-justice-site if sex ambiguity, gender injustice, and undervalue women in decision-making thrives at the Court. The transformative potential of international criminal law is not embraced by policy-oriented jurisprudence since the same cherished values are systematically denied to women.

Further to this, criticism from law and economics has focused on international law as a set of norms expressing individual, rather than state values. The focus is on the functionalist dimension of international law and rules designed to achieve whatever norms are adopted. Its proponents would pose four guiding points towards international law solutions: (a) what the proscription should be, (b) to whom it should apply, (c) by whom it should be enforced, and (d) what the penalties should be. The decision-maker’s task is to identify the right incentive and structure to motivate better protection of witnesses. Cooperation strategies for protective measures need to be either prohibiting or inducing. The ICC and its rules need to maximize compliance. Rule interpretation and policy formulation and applicability of protective measures should
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mirror rational choices\textsuperscript{155} and the means that best maximise desired preferences. There should be more than a cost-benefit approach to witness protective measures, an economic analysis that reflects a transaction cost analysis,\textsuperscript{156} price theory, public choice and game theory.\textsuperscript{157} Factor processes for the measures should focus on relevant variables of witness protection, hypothesis generation and testing for transparent distributive consequences of legal rules.\textsuperscript{158} The many flaws and questions that policy-oriented jurisprudence avail can neither provide satisfactory explanations, nor stronger contextualization\textsuperscript{159} to the problem of witness protective measures at the Court. The limiting analytical method is only rich in terms of vocabulary and influential in co-mingling law and politics, but not in solving cooperation, relocation, organ internal coordination, psychological, physical security of ICC’s witness protection system.

From the point of Critical Legal Studies (CLS), the core argument suggests that there should not be one approach to international law and ICC’s witness protective measures is no exception.\textsuperscript{160} It all depends on the circumstances at a particular occasion for each and every witness. Thus, there can never be a blanket approach to how protective measures should be approached. CLS disapprove of the limited objectivity that policy-oriented jurisprudence advocates for. The school of thought vehemently attacks the eight values as vapidly general and inclusive but having all bearings, synonymy and indicativeness of western, liberal and constitutional values.\textsuperscript{161} They are described as a sham and cannot be expected to be applicable to a world community. It is therefore suggested that there is already evidence in the international arena of diverse views of world public order manifested by the political and legal divide between the ICC and the African Union (AU).\textsuperscript{162} This speaks volumes of the non-applicability of these celebrated values. From this perspective, international law appears solipsistic\textsuperscript{163} and blind to the plain facts of reality. Not even policy-oriented jurisprudence can address them competently. Effects of the law should be advocated for and not merely postulating absences with lack of effectiveness in law. For instance, to a policy-oriented adherent, a desired goal for a community’s wealth can be right to food, but to the CLS, the poor need food not simply the right to food. Likewise a witness before the ICC needs protection and not just the right to be protected. Just like any other school of thought, policy-oriented jurisprudence should be aimed at objectivity, neutrality and determinacy of international law.

\section*{D. PRAGMATIC BENEFITS OF POLICY-ORIENTED JURISPRUDENCE}
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\end{itemize}
It has always been the jurisprudence’s position that rule-based approach is incomplete, irrelevant and inapplicable to a contemporary world.\textsuperscript{164} It is suggested that international criminal justice needs a theoretical approach that any appropriately regarded system of law should aspire for, namely, a conflation of rule and policy in order to secure human good. Decision-makers need to understand their stipulated intellectual tasks and the only way to achieve this is through an approach that has insights on legal realism and pragmatism. Such ICC decision-makers need to join law and politics while expanding the horizons of inquiry beyond rules, highlighting the role of policy and importance of context regarding witness protective measures.\textsuperscript{165} It is trite that the role of the law in world power process cannot be underestimated.\textsuperscript{166} The role that an effective organization such as the ICC can play in maintaining the values of a free, peaceful and abundant world society cannot be taken lightly.\textsuperscript{167} It does not have to be a ‘conformity-imposing textuality’,\textsuperscript{168} or insistent emphasis upon an impossible to enable a proper interpretation of the witness protection measures. What is required is a well-executed process of inquiry that critically examines the appropriate protective measures. Unlike other theoretical approaches, policy-oriented jurisprudence is arguably the only approach that has a realistic analysis embedded with its own functionality. This functionality will enable the unpacking of each and every value that effective witness protection measures aspire to attain.\textsuperscript{169} It is suggested that there is need for increased awareness of the world community\textsuperscript{170} that witnesses are serious participants in the ICC’s decision-making processes. Such witnesses’ security and protection is in everyone’s interest so as to achieve justice and contribute towards ending impunity.

It is suggested that the fact that the approach’s language makes it dubious,\textsuperscript{171} idiosyncratic, and alien,\textsuperscript{172} and does not make the approach irrelevant nor unworthy of applicability. Most concepts that the jurisprudence uses, namely, ‘effective planning process’, ‘appraisal’, ‘decision-making’, ‘factor processes’ are familiar concepts that make it easier to study, contribute, assist in programs execution,\textsuperscript{173} and evaluate\textsuperscript{174} security and protection for witnesses. These concepts help decision-makers to analyse and understand factor processes for states parties’ cooperation and confidential relocation agreements, circumstances and experiences of witnesses, their values, their expectations as regards the ICC goals, technological advancements, and the use of
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resources. Functional analysis enables decision-makers with the insights to consider the best value(s) applicable to a situation. The arena of authority needs to aspire to a purposive and enlightening interpretation of protective measures that will secure the welfare of witnesses at all times.

The legal regime of witness protection at the ICC is paramount to the aim of combatting impunity. It secures the much needed and crucial testimony before court. Policy-oriented jurisprudence is an approach that takes witness protection to a rare angle, away from sterile positivism and other restrictive approaches that cannot connect law with the context of policy. The relationship of law and politics is the right reflection of a close relationship between community and authority. Authority is central to emergence and sustenance of legal norms. It assumes existence of communities in a cumulated package of past decisions called rules. In order to research, study, and understand such a community and how authority is incorporated in the complex social process of law, policy-oriented jurisprudence is an ideal framework. This platform accords the decision-maker control and security of a desired pattern of behaviour in others including the taking into account of policy goals, analysis and decision-making formulation. Through this jurisprudence, the ICC’s legal, interpretive and operational challenges of witness protection can warrant possible policy analysis and formulation that would enhance enforcement mechanisms and cooperation of both states parties and third party states. Witness protection and relocation cannot work if there is lack of cooperation from both outside and within the court. Further, the jurisprudence has a unique perspective to law that accords decision-makers with a roadmap to analyse past trends in witness protective measures and where possible offer alternatives for better protection to witnesses. Thus it will be possible for decision-makers to flexibly identify relevant recommendations taking the form of law, guidelines, principles, articulated practices and shared expectations, applicable to every witness’ individual circumstances. Such a comprehensive and systematic analysis and redefinition of ICC’s witness protection offers fertile ground for legal and policy responses that may accord witnesses the dignity they deserve and also estimate the ends
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of justice. Judges, prosecutors, defence lawyers, state\textsuperscript{187} and non-state actors\textsuperscript{188} should be able to analyse and impact their options and approach on the future of these protective measures and international law-making in general.

This multi-method and problem-oriented\textsuperscript{189} emphasis is a unique characteristic that is in tandem with new understanding of human security with its focus on individuals and a serious challenge to both international law and the international legal order.\textsuperscript{190} It is an interpenetration of international and national norms of decision-making\textsuperscript{191} appreciating different social and political environments through which international law operates. It is suggested that the jurisprudence is an invariably provocative and simulative intervention to the study of international law\textsuperscript{192} with clear distinction between political processes and policy-making.\textsuperscript{193} What it advocates for is the law function as a structure of guiding rules and principles. It is suggested that this is a legal process and not politics. Human good is the focus and a contemporary zenith or peak of man’s long struggle for all his basic human values\textsuperscript{194} related to social phenomena.\textsuperscript{195} It is an all-encompassing inquiry that exerts influence on a new global order,\textsuperscript{196} a process of communication\textsuperscript{197} focusing on the rule to its purpose and the process that mankind values.\textsuperscript{198}

What counts in modern international law, is the protection of people and nothing less than that.\textsuperscript{199} Protection of the people is a matter of urgent security monitoring internationally.\textsuperscript{200} Therefore, policy-oriented jurisprudence makes the scholar aware of an integrated context approach of inquiry\textsuperscript{201} taking him/her outside of his/her inherited lenses of observation\textsuperscript{202} and grasp the reality of what the law is all about and how it
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works in a social process.\textsuperscript{203} This is the overriding world community goal.\textsuperscript{204} For instance, interdependence or multi-disciplinary approach by the theory is what makes it deliver. The ICC has different organs that all work for the good of witnesses under the Court’s protection. For these organs to deliver they need to heavily depend on each other in order to effect their differing protection strategies and achieve anticipated outcomes within the rule of law.\textsuperscript{205} Through such strategies and bases of power, decision-makers will have to decide which witnesses need what human values, in what circumstances are such witnesses probably needing relocation or stringent protection measures, what base values would be applicable to such witnesses and what strategy would best solve the circumstances they find themselves in.

Notwithstanding the above outlined arguments favouring policy-oriented jurisprudence, the approach cannot be without challenges when it comes to its applicability in the implementation of witness protective measures. The characteristic insistence by both participants and actors upon their own unilateral\textsuperscript{206} competence to make their own exclusive interpretations of both customary international law and any agreements to which they may have committed themselves\textsuperscript{207} is likely to arise. The law requires that the Court’s decision-makers should take appropriate measures to protect the safety, physical and psychological well being, dignity and privacy of witnesses.\textsuperscript{208} It is not defined as to what appropriate measures amount to. It then suggested that different decision-makers with differing or varied backgrounds and viewpoints cannot have the same interpretation. Some will be heavily influenced by customary international law, others will have regard to age, gender and health of the witnesses seeking protection. Other decision-makers may be prejudiced by the nature of the crime being tried especially where the crime involves sexual or gender violence or violence against children. Another likely challenge of the jurisprudence applicability is a potential reluctance and common refusal of actors and participants to assume competence or jurisdiction with respect to interactions or controversies in the absence of a clear consent and cooperation of states parties.\textsuperscript{209} For instance, relocation and international cooperation with states parties or third party states when it comes to witness protection under the ICC legal framework is limited by lack of bilateral treaties with the ICC.\textsuperscript{210} It is thus suggested that on the face of this jurisprudence, it is challenging to attain or defend the principle of legality. World community values are very difficult to define proving that such common expectations can be at variance.\textsuperscript{211}
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Each community would have its own goals or values that it cherishes. Thus by interpreting what constitutes appropriate measures, goals and values for a particular community, another community would have different expectations. Despite this, it is suggested that policy-oriented jurisprudence recognises the whole essence of different expectations by different communities. The fact that each case will be looked at on its own merit makes it conform to the human dignity, rectitude and respect of that particular witness or community. The use of this approach will therefore contribute to knowledge\textsuperscript{212} that facilitates applicability of the appropriate protective measures diffusing the convergence of law, political pressures, organ coordination and international cooperation.

**D. CONCLUSION**

Policy-oriented jurisprudence uniquely distinguishes itself from all other traditional schools or theoretical approaches to international law.\textsuperscript{213} It offers an interpretational perspective that has a problem solution for most challenges facing witness protective measures at the ICC. The approach suggests empowering, fertile and innovative features to the analytical framework of witness protection system. This article has outlined the theoretical approach to the understanding, interpretation and implementation of witness protective measures at the ICC. This international law theoretical approach is in the form of policy-oriented jurisprudence. This kind of analysis, interpretation and applicability of witness protective measures pursuant to the Rome Statute is a contribution to the development of contemporary international criminal law and an improvement of the welfare and protection of witnesses. Decision processes that have emerged from the Court regarding the protective measures have been filled with conflicting and contradictory issues. Interpretation, applicability, implementation and cooperation regarding witness protective measures have not been easy. Unless this is improved the ICC may not be able, at least not to its fullest extent, contribute to the human dignity\textsuperscript{214} of witnesses and an end to impunity and justice. There could be multiple reasons for the impression that the ICC signals a troubled Court.

Coming from a background that shares different values, beliefs and ideas, its participants need to find the middle ground within which to forge ahead as one Court. Further, this is a Court operating with minimal resources, navigating through the states parties’ cooperation mechanisms, still developing its own jurisprudence and advancing technologically. Its vertical cooperation mechanism may not appear problematic in itself. The problem however is that it sometimes leads to antagonistic relationships internally and externally leading to risk on witnesses seeking protection. In order to overcome this, ICC decision-makers need to be fully aware that they are undertaking are long term interests for the benefit of the witnesses at risk. Every interpretation, application and implementation of both policy and law if not handled properly will only increase the risk for witnesses. It is important that participants in decision-making understand and appreciate their own duties and complexities of cooperation negotiations with states parties. The ASP has that duty to train and raise awareness to the decision-makers in respect of their obligations, both legal and moral.\textsuperscript{215} in dealing
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with witness protective measures. Such decision-makers should be conscious that their
decision-making processes are actually a contribution to not only the protection of
witnesses but also formation and evolution of international criminal law. They
should interpret the protective measures provisions faithfully whilst taking into account challenges faced by witnesses, the legal culture of the states parties engaging in cooperation and internal organ coordination. These suggestions if supported will enable development of international norms and contribute to the dignity of witnesses at risk due to their contact with the Court.
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